The choice of S [C:r-] insures that the new hamiltonian contains no
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= -H(x)
one finds that the commutators can be readily evaluated to give
.9
The main terms in H (x) correspond to a scalar pair coupling of a pseudoscalar field plus two terms corresponding to the usual pseudo- ,T~e second order nuclear force due to.the pseudovector.coupling has . . . . 7
been obtained by many authors so only the force yie;J.ded by the ,pair coupling will be discussed here.
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The term in the scattering matrix corresponding to the lowest order effect involving two nucleons of the scalar pair coupling is
L\,C~) is the Feynman b-function as defined by Dyson 
•
The nuclear force may be inferred from this expression by replacing all quantities in Eq. (7) by their appropriate non--relativist1·c approximation. One finds, in the centre of momentum Whereas for large distances it has half the range of a Yukawa potential.
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This potential has been studied by Levy 9 in connection with a hard core model for the nuclear forces.
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